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Notes

When LCM was in Jaganath puri and how he was protected by devotees in rath yatra. And 
followers of SP also has protected like outer ring has made connection and made 
connection with serious devoteee and inner circle - SPs reliable associates who can fulfilling 
his needs who wonderfully associate  like TKG, etc.. Who does so much essentially things 
for SP movement.

BCSM came little late when many things done but bcsm entered into inner circle naturally 
and he had appeared to that purpose. BCSM has natural and completely transparent. BCSM 
roled in movement was destined to be. Not only bcsm was cultured person, high class 
bengali background but he had brought down culture unto us. He showed hospitality the 
same culture which SP has. Culture of bengal of LCM which he has.

When subhag maharaj, me and bcsm was driving then whole village came out and greet us 
then they took us to quarters to take rest, bath and then later there was prasadam. That 
culture maharaj the part of which is refined. BCSM was got worshipped with this treated 
guest. BCSM was wonderful. Whatever situation he was - he was genuine whether he was 
in gbc meeting or bengali or US. Sometime diplomacy comes in gbce meeting and BCSM 
also speaks truthful that he was very dear to others and faith in others. It's very imp that 
there are living personality who can generate that faith.

Over 40 years we need to stay together and want to stay together and win us together 
whatever we have background and what quality sadhu have is honest. And everyone 
respected, trusted and that made him wonderful leader. This really graced this movement 
great strength besides of getting individual people and he can travel half way across the 
world and BCSM can be in 10 hours to just be there. And personal level bcsm extended 
himself to others and given up everything he had.

In this world, bcsm has wonderful disciple and many are wonderful devotees. In durben 
maharaja's disciple had helped him so well and all we can recognize the inspiration of bhakti 
charu swami maharaja and spirit of maharaja should live alive in this movement and we 
know that no one can replace unique personality but whatever he emphasized that mood 
must be there in this movement. And I am glad this mood is there in movement and in 
devotee too. And BCSM brought love in this movement and we are grateful for and even I 
am grateful for.

Thank you very much
Hare Krsna
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